Notes:


People don’t care about where their country is headed and believe it will always be there for them, which is

how the largest population group has been manipulated to react.


Committee of 300 (aka the Olympians) is the overarching group
o Club of Rome is a subversive body
o The Illuminati, Freemasonry, the Round Table, the Milner group, the Council of Foreign
Relations, the Trilaterials are all a part of the Committee of 300, too
o The Club of Rome and the Bilderbergers are the two most important foreign policy arms of
the Committee of 300



The end goal of the Committee of 300 is to enslave the majority of humans left on earth after wars,

plagues, and mass-murder have killed off a large part of the population
o This goal isn’t well hidden. Instead, it’s hidden in open view
o The Committee doesn’t hide. It’s in plain view in DC
 Queen Elizabeth II is the head of the Olympains
o The Round Table has a big input into US affairs through the British ambassador in DC
o They want to make a better world by culling the useless eaters who consume scarce
natural resources
o They have other goals that all tie in to their main goal:
 They want to create a One World Government with a unified church and monetary
system.
 They want to destroy all national identity and pride
 They want to destroy all religion but the one they’ve created
 They want to control everyone through mind control to create human-like robots
 They want to end all industrialization


Exempt from industrial growth are the computer and service industries.

All other industries in the US will be exported to Mexico. Those who are
unemployable in the US will either become drug addicts or be eliminated by
the process of Global 2000
 They want to depopulate large cities


This was tested by the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia.

 They want to suppress all scientific development except for those deemed
beneficial by the Committee of 300


They hate nuclear energy and fusion experiments which would create

unlimited natural resources
 Use wars in advanced countries and starvation and diseases in 3rd world countries
to kill ½ of the world’s population.
 They want to weaken the moral fiber of nations and demoralize workers in the labor
class by creating mass unemployment



Through the legalization of drugs and things like music and

entertainment kids are encouraged to rebel against the status quo which will
destroy the family unit.
 They want to keep people everywhere from deciding their own destinies through
creating one crisis after another and then “managing” the crises.


When the masses are faced with too many choices, apathy on a

massive scale will result. FEMA is a part of this
 They want to introduce new cults and boost those already functioning. This extends
to pervasive entertainment groups that influence young people. It also includes
Christian fundamentalism, which is the Committee of 300’s created religion it wants to
instate.
 They want to help spread religious cults and carry out grotesque human
experiments
 They want to export religious liberation ideas around the world to undermine all
existing religions


This helps to further destroy countries

 They want to collapse the world’s economies and engender total political chaos
 They want to take control of all Foreign and domestic policies of the US
 They want to support supranational institutions such as the UN and make local
institutions less effective
 They want to penetrate all governments and work from within to destroy their
sovereign integrity
 Destroy the education system in America


Case histories of acts done by the Olympians:
o As industrial progress supports population growth, the Olympians commanded Italy
communize and deindustralize. Aldo Moro, Prime Minister of Italy, opposed “zero growth” and
population reductions. Because of this, he was kidnapped by the Red Brigades and shot to
death.
 A close friend of the Prime Minister’s testified that the Prime Minister was
threatened by an Kissinger, an agent of the Royal Institute for International Affairs
(RIIA), who was also a Committee of 300 member and the US Secretary of State.
 The Red Brigades testified that there was high-level US involvement in the plot to
kill the Prime Minister. This testimony was broadcast over Italian TV, radio, and
newspapers, but suppressed in the US.
 Moro (the Prime Minister) had planned to stabilize Italy through full employment
and industrial and political peace, which would have strengthened Catholic opposition
to Communism. This would have made the destabilization of the Middle East – a
prime goal – much harder.

 Moro’s death removed the roadblocks to the plans to destabilize Italy and enabled
conspiracy plans for the Middle East to be carried out in the Gulf War 14 years later.
 Italy was important because it’s closely linked to the Middle East and is the home of
some of Europe’s most powerful top oligarchical families. Because it was weakened
by the Prime Minister’s death, there were repercussions in the Middle East which
weakened US influence in the region. Italy is also important because it’s a gateway
for drugs entering Europe from the Middle East


The Committee of 300 also hates nuclear power. They have created the environmentalist movement to

wage war against it. The reason they hate nuclear energy is because it generates electricity in cheap and
abundant supplies, which would allow 3rd world countries to improve themselves and become independent of
US foreign aid.
o Less foreign aid means less control of a country’s natural resources.
o Dependence upon US foreign aid keeps foreign countries in servitude to the Council of
Foreign Relations.
 Foreign aid also keeps US citizens in a state of involuntary servitude and less able
to mount meaningful opposition because we have to pay for it with taxes


The Club of Rome is financed by the German Marshall fund. The names for each of these organizations

were chosen in order to deflect attention away from them because people associate them with other
organizations (such as the Catholic church) incorrectly
o These organizations operate under NATO and were able to split NATO into 2 factions: a
political left wing power group and its former military alliance
o The Club of Rome is a conspiratorial umbrella organization made up of American financers
and the Black Nobility families of Europe.
o The key to the successful control of the world is the Club of Rome’s ability to create and
manage savage economic recessions and eventual depressions
 This is how the Committee of 300 creates masses of people all over the world who
will become its welfare recipients
o After the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Club of Rome attempted to sell its crisis management
program to Kennedy. JFK rejected it and was assassinated shortly after.
o The Club of Rome published the book “The Technotronic Era.” This is an announcement of
the methods to be used to control the US. It also gives notice of cloning and robotoids (i.e.
people who act like people and seem like people, but are not).


Technological advancement is dangerous to the Committee of 300 because it allows people to get around

resource shortages.
o The Arab-Israeli war in 1973 was planned and executed to show the world that natural
resources like oil would come under global planners control (the Committee of 300)


The Committee of 300 has unlimited funding, several hundred think tanks, 5000 social engineers, the

media banking, and control of most governments. They are so large that they cannot be opposed by any nation
now and the US is in the final stages of demise.



Latin America is important to the US because it had the potential of providing a huge market for American

exports of technology and industrial equipment, which would have helped provide thousands of Americans with
jobs and saved many of our faltering companies.
o The Committee of 300 started a war in Argentina that was to last almost 30 years. They
made an example of the country in order to keep other Latin American nations from promoting
nationalism, independence, or sovereign integrity.
 This is why so many Latin American countries turned to drugs as their sole means
of support, which was likely to intention of the Olympians in the first place
o A stable and prosperous Mexico would be good for the US, so the Committee of 300 has
engaged in decades of innuendo, slander, and direct economic war on Mexico to keep this
from happening


The Club of Rome holds gatherings and conferences which break up into action committees. Each

committee is assigned a specific task and a specific target date by when their assignment must be completed.
This is how the Committee of 300 has a hand in everything


Committee of 300 members are planted in key positions of the US government so that it doesn’t really

matter who is president


The Tavistock Institute has 30 different research institutions in the US that have penetrated every aspect

of our government agencies.
o They are working to destroy the US education system by taking control of the National
Teachers Association and working with lawmakers and judges
o They are also masters at manipulating the masses and taking social control


Organizations that are associated with the Olympians and their functions:
o League of Industrial Democracy – Disrupt normal labor relations between workers and
employees. (Brainwash labor unions to make impossible demands). This collapses industries
o Freedom House – Spread socialist disinformation among American blue collar workers and
spread dissension and dissatisfaction.
o Committee for a Democratic Majority – Convince minority groups to vote for leftwing
candidates (This is done by linking the educated socialist class to minority groups)
o Foreign Policy Research Institute – Undermine and end NASA space program
o Social Democrats USA – Spread radical socialism and forge links between similar
organizations in socialist countries
o Institute for Social Relations – Change the way America thinks
o The Citizens League – Bring common cause legal suits against government agencies,
particularly the defense industries
o War Resisters League – Organize resistance to the Vietnam War
o The Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee of the Institute for Democratic Socialism –
A clearing house for leftwing socialist ideas and activities in the US and Europe

o Anti-Defamation League Fact Finding Division – A joint FBI-British intelligence operation
that singles out rightwing groups and their leaders and puts them out of business before they
grow too large or influential
o International Association of Machinists – A labor oriented front for the Socialist International
and a hot-bed of organized labor unrest polarizing workers and management
o A Philip Randolph Institute – Coordinate organizations with a common purpose, such as
spreading socialist ideas among college students and workers
o Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions – Spread ideas that will bring on liberal
social reforms. (Draft a new US constitution to help carry out the zero-growth post industrial
policies demanded by the Olympians)
o Institute for Social Research – Devise a new set of social programs to steer America away
from industry
o Systems Development Corporation – To coordinate all elements of intelligence
communities in the US and Britain. It developed a system to instantaneously retrieve data on
any person and shares the data with law enforcement.
o The Mont Pelerin Society – Issues misleading economic theories and influences
economists to follow models it lays out
o Human Resources Research Office – The largest behavioral research group in the US.
(This helps the army to brainwash soldiers)


Through the use of polls, the Olympians are able to see how resistant the public is to things. Then, they’re

able to manipulate the information put out by the news to help shape public opinion. New public opinions on
almost any subject can be created and disseminated around the world in 2 weeks.


Entertainment (music, literature, TV, movies, etc.) helps to change the public and introduce things such as

drugs that corrupt society and lead us to accept other evils and be apathetic.


Future shocks make people apathetic. They are defined as physical and psychological distress arising

from the excess load on the decision making mechanism of the human mind. In other words, if you can
overload people with choices and large disasters or threats one after another, people end up shutting down and
will just follow orders without rebelling.
o When overloaded people will take drugs to escape from reality and the pressures
presented to them. This is what the Olympians want.
o The media helps to shove the disasters and threats down the public’s throat all the time.
o Drug use also becomes a “future shock” and helps to further lower a country’s morale

